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Dual-specificity LAMMER kinases are highly evolutionarily conserved in

eukaryotes and play pivotal roles in diverse physiological processes, such as

growth, differentiation, and stress responses. Although the functions of LAMMER

kinase in fungal pathogens in pathogenicity and stress responses have been

characterized, its role in Cryptococcus neoformans, a human fungal pathogen

and a model yeast of basidiomycetes, remains elusive. In this study, we identified

a LKH1 homologous gene and constructed a strain with a deleted LKH1 and a

complemented strain. Similar to other fungi, the lkh1D mutant showed intrinsic

growth defects. We observed that C. neoformans Lkh1 was involved in diverse

stress responses, including oxidative stress and cell wall stress. Particularly, Lkh1

regulates DNA damage responses in Rad53-dependent and -independent

manners. Furthermore, the absence of LKH1 reduced basidiospore formation.

Our observations indicate that Lkh1 becomes hyperphosphorylated upon

treatment with rapamycin, a TOR protein inhibitor. Notably, LKH1 deletion led

to defects in melanin synthesis and capsule formation. Furthermore, we found

that the deletion of LKH1 led to the avirulence of C. neoformans in a systemic

cryptococcosis murine model. Taken together, Lkh1 is required for the stress

response, sexual differentiation, and virulence of C. neoformans.
KEYWORDS
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1 Introduction

In cell signaling cascades, protein phosphorylation and dephosphorylation serve as

pivotal switches, orchestrating the activation or deactivation of signaling cascades by

facilitating alterations in protein conformation, protein-protein interactions, and

subcellular localization. These dynamic processes play critical roles in regulating various
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biological phenomena. Most protein phosphorylation occurs at

serine, threonine, and tyrosine residues. Occasionally, histidine

and aspartate residues are phosphorylated; however, these

modifications are less prevalent and exhibit lower stability than

those of serine, threonine, and tyrosine (Duclos et al., 1991). Given

the importance of protein phosphorylation in cell signaling

cascades, protein kinases are evolutionarily conserved across

species (Manning et al., 2002).

Within the evolutionarily conserved kinases, LAMMER kinase

stands out, characterized by the presence of a conserved motif,

‘EHLAMMERILG’ located in the subdomain X of the kinase

catalytic domain (Yun et al., 1994). This kinase plays crucial roles

in various physiological processes, such as differentiation, growth,

and stress responses, from yeasts to humans. The LAMMER kinase

is a dual-specific kinase that exhibits autophosphorylation activity

in Drosophila, humans, and Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Lee et al.,

1996). In humans, three LAMMER kinase isoforms, CLK1 (Cdc-

like kinase 1), CLK2, and CLK3, are located at different

chromosomal loci (Hanes et al., 1994; Talmadge et al., 1998).

hCLKs play important roles in diverse cellular responses,

including neuronal differentiation, cell cycle progression, and

apoptosis (Myers et al., 1994; Jiang et al., 2003). Similar to

humans, Arabidopsis thaliana possesses three LAMMER kinase

homologs: AFC1, AFC2, and AFC3 (Savaldi-Goldstein et al.,

2003). AFC1, but not AFC2, restores Ste12-dependent

pseudohyphal growth in S. cerevisiae (Bender and Fink, 1994). In

contrast to higher eukaryotes, which harbor several LAMMER

kinase var iants , the model yeas t s S . cerev i s iae and

Schizosaccharomyces pombe have a singular LAMMER kinase.

Unlike other human and plant LAMMER kinases, the deletion of

KNS1, which encodes a LAMMER kinase in S. cerevisiae, does not

affect the viability, growth, and sporulation efficiency (Padmanabha

et al., 1991). Although the kns1D mutant in the S288c background

does not exhibit noticeable phenotypes compared to the wild-type

(WT), its regulatory mechanism has been elucidated. Kns1

undergoes autophosphorylation and its localization becomes

enriched in the nucleus under TOR-suppressed conditions (Lee

et al., 2012). Furthermore, Kns1 is involved in ribosome and tRNA

synthesis through RNA polymerase III subunit Rpc53

phosphorylation and the regulatory subunit of the CK2 protein

kinase, Ckb1 (Lee et al., 2012; Sanchez-Casalongue et al., 2015). The

deletion of LKH1, which encodes a LAMMER kinase in S. pombe,

results in increased susceptibility to oxidative stress by reducing the

expression levels of genes encoding catalase and superoxide

dismutase (Park et al., 2003). Furthermore, SpLkh1 acts as a

negative filamentous growth regulator and is involved in cell wall

biosynthesis (Park et al., 2003; Cho et al., 2010).

Besides the model budding and fission yeasts, the roles of

LAMMER kinase and its functional regulatory mechanisms in

fungal pathogens have been elucidated. In Candida albicans,

CaKNS1 is involved in hyphal morphogenesis and stress

responses such as cell wall stress and DNA replicative stress (Lim

et al., 2020). Notably, CaKNS1 is required for the full virulence of C.

albicans (Park and Park, 2011). In Aspergillus fumigatus, LkhA

deletion results in growth and sexual differentiation defects. Similar

to the Cakns1D mutant, the DlhkA mutant exhibits attenuated
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virulence in the zebrafish larvae model (Lim et al., 2021). In the

plant fungal pathogen Magnaporthe oryzae, the kns1D mutant

exhibits decreased growth and conidiation, similar to other

filamentous fungi. Furthermore, the virulence of the Dkns1
mutant is significantly reduced in a rice infection model (Li et al.,

2022). In Ustilago maydis, UnLhk1 is required for DNA damage,

meiotic recombination, and chromosomal segregation. However,

the pathogenicity of the Unlkh1D mutant has not yet been

determined (de Sena-Tomás et al., 2015).

Cryptococcus neoformans is a human fungal pathogen belonging

to the basidiomycetes and is particularly prevalent in

immunocompromised patients. Without appropriate therapeutic

treatment, the mortality rate increases significantly (Idnurm et al.,

2005). Briefly, spores or desiccated C. neoformans from the

environment are inhaled into the lungs via the respiratory tract

(Ellis and Pfeiffer, 1990; Velagapudi et al., 2009). Next, the C.

neoformans disseminates to other organs in the host and

subsequently migrates to the central nervous system, leading to

life-threatening meningitis (Gottfredsson and Perfect, 2000; Kwon-

Chung et al., 2000). A recent study estimates that 152,000 cases of

cryptococcal meningitis occurred in patients with HIV/AIDS,

resulting in nearly 112,000 deaths in 2020 (Rajasingham et al.,

2022). Furthermore, the incidence of cryptococcal infections has

increased in patients with COVID-19 (Regalla et al., 2022). C.

neoformans serves as an attractive fungal model for studying host-

pathogen interactions (Perfect, 2014).

Although the role of LAMMER kinase Lkh1 in growth, stress

response, and virulence has been clarified in ascomycetous human

fungal pathogens, the pathobiological functions of the Lkh1

homolog in C. neoformans remain elusive. To explore the roles of

Lkh1, we identified the LKH1 homologous gene and performed

phenotypic analyses using lkh1D mutants. Our findings reveal that

the deletion of LKH1 led to defects in growth, sexual differentiation,

and stress responses. Particularly, Lkh1 was required for virulence

in the mice model. Therefore, we propose that Lkh1 is vital for

pathogenicity, stress response, and differentiation of the human

fungal pathogen Cryptococcus.
2 Materials and methods

2.1 Ethics statement

Animal care and research were approved after deliberation by

the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the

Experimental Animal Center at Jeonbuk National University

(Approval number: JBNU 2022-092). All experiments were

conducted per experimental ethics guidelines. The animal

experiments were conducted at the Core Facility Center for

Zoonosis Research (Jeonbuk National University, South Korea).
2.2 Strains and growth condition

The C. neoformans strains used in the experiments were listed

in Supplementary Table S1 and were cultured in yeast extract-
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peptone-dextrose (YPD) medium. The V8 medium used for the

mating assay contained 5% V8 juice, 0.5 g/L of KH2PO4, and 4%

bacto-agar with the pH adjusted to 5 using a KOH solution (Jung

et al., 2018). For the melanin production assay, equivalent numbers

of cells were spotted on a dopamine agar medium with varying

glucose concentrations (0%, 0.1%, or 0.2%) (Lee et al., 2019). For the

capsule assay, each strain was incubated in Littman’s medium

(Littman, 1958) and capsule thickness was measured as previously

described (Jang et al., 2022). To assess the growth of strains using a

single amino acid as the sole nitrogen source, equivalent amounts of

cells were subcultured in a minimal medium (YNB without amino

acids and ammonium sulfate) containing specific nitrogen sources

(2 mM proline, 2 mM isoleucine, and 2 mM lysine).
2.3 Construction of mutant strains

Gene disruption information was obtained from FungiDB

(www.fungiDB.org). LKH1 (CNAG_00683) was disrupted by

double-joint PCR using split markers and Cryptococcus

transformation as described previously (Fan and Lin, 2018; Jung

et al., 2018). Supplementary Table S2 describes the primers for

generating the 5’- and 3’-flanking regions of LKH1 and the

nourseothricin resistance (NAT) and G418 resistance (NEO)

dominant selectable markers. Gel-extracted deletion cassettes, the

SgRNA gene, and Cas9 were transformed using a BioRad gene

pulser (Cat# 1652086). The rad53D lkh1D double mutant and

mpk1D lkh1D double mutant were constructed by introducing the

lkh1D::NEO allele into the rad53D mutant (YSB3785) and mpk1D
mutant (YSB3814) through the Cryptococcus transformation. The

Rad53-4×FLAG lkh1D strain was constructed by introducing the

lkh1D::NAT allele into the Rad53-4×FLAG mutant (YSB3806) using

the Cryptococcus transformation. To produce Lkh1-4×FLAG

strains, three PCR product fragments were amplified. The 3’-exon

region of LKH1 was amplified using primers J1966 and J1967 and

H99 genomic DNA as the template. The 4×FLAG-HOG1ter-NEO

fragment was amplified using primers B6567 and B354 and the

plasmid pNEO-4×FLAG as the template (So et al., 2017). The 3’-

flanking region of the LKH1 was amplified using primers J1969 and

J1968 and H99 genomic DNA as the template. Next, a fusion

fragment, including the 3’-exon region of LKH1 and 5’-split region

of the 4×FLAG-HOG1ter-NEO fragment, was amplified using

primers B1886 and J1966 and the mixed first-round PCR product

as the template. A fusion fragment containing the 3’-split region of

the 4×FLAG-HOG1ter-NEO fragment and the 3’-flanking region of

the LKH1 gene was amplified using primers J1969 and B1887 and

the combined first-round PCR products as a template. The two DJ-

PCR products were mixed and introduced into the H99 strain via

biolistic transformation (Jung et al., 2018). The Lkh1-4×FLAG sit4D
strain or the Lkh1-4×FLAG sch9D strain were constructed by

introducing the sit4D::NAT allele into the Lkh1-4×FLAG mutant

(KW1755) using the Cryptococcus transformation or introducing

sch9D::NAT allele into the Lkh1-4×FLAG mutant (KW1755) using

the biolistic transformation. To confirm the gene disruption,

Southern blot analysis was performed using a DIG-labeled gene-

specific probe (Supplementary Figure S1).
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2.4 Construction of LKH1 and LKH1-KD
(kinase-dead) complemented strains

To validate the observed phenotypes in the lkh1D mutant, we

constructed the corresponding complemented strains as follows.

The LKH1 gene fragment containing the promoter, open reading

frame (ORF), and the terminator was divided into two fragments

and amplified by PCR using the primer pairs J718/J723 and J1711/

J1712 for the LKH1-L and LKH1-R parts, respectively. Each

amplified gene fragment was cloned into the plasmid pJET 2.1 to

produce pJET-LKH1-L (KWE174) and pJET-LKH1-R (KWE176).

After confirming the DNA sequence of each part of LKH1, the

BamHI restriction enzyme-digested pJET-LKH1-R insert was

subcloned into pJET-LKH1-L to generate the plasmid pJET-

LKH1-LR (KWE181), which contains a genomic fragment of the

LKH1 gene. Next, the XhoI restriction enzyme-digested pJET-

LKH1-LR insert was subcloned into plasmid pTOP-NEO

containing the NEO-selection marker to produce pNEO-LKH1

(KWE188). The linearized pNEO-LKH1, digested by SnaBI, was

introduced into the native LKH1 locus of the lkh1D mutant

(KW1451) by biolistic transformation. To confirm the correct

LKH1 gene insertion, we conducted diagnostic PCR using primers

J1895 and J1705. To construct LKH1-KD strains, we generated

LKH1 kinase-dead allele (D546A; LKH1KD) as follows. To

substitute aspartic acid with alanine in LKH1, pNEO-LKH1-KD

was amplified by PCR using KOD DNA polymerase (TOYOBO)

with primers J2006 and J2007 and pNEO-LKH1 as a template and

subsequently digested with DpnI (Enzynomics) at 37°C for 1 h to

digest pNEO-LKH1. DpnI-treated PCR products were transformed

into competent cells. After sequencing with no errors, the SnaBI-

digested pNEO-LKH1-KD was introduced into the lkh1D mutant

(KW1451) by biolistic transformation. The pNEO-LKH1-KD

integration was confirmed by diagnostic PCR, and the LKH1-KD

allele expression level in the lkh1D mutant was measured by qRT-

PCR analysis using LKH1-specific primers, J1692 and J1908.
2.5 Stress and antifungal drug
susceptibility tests

C. neoformans strains were cultured in 2 mL liquid YPDmedium

at 30°C overnight. Strains were serially diluted 10-fold (1 to 104) and

spotted onto YPD medium containing diverse types of stress agents

[bleomycin, methyl methanesulfonate (MMS), hydroxyurea (HU), 4-

nitroquinoline 1-oxide (4-NQO), cisplatin, amphotericin B (AmpB),

fluconazole (FCZ), caffeine, calcofluor white (CFW), congo-red (CR),

sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS), H2O2, diamide and menadione].

Strains that were spotted onto the YPD medium containing stress

agents were incubated at 30°C for 2–5 days.
2.6 Total RNA isolation, cDNA synthesis,
and quantitative RT-PCR

The strains were cultured in YPD medium for 16 h at 30°C and

subcultured in fresh liquid YPD medium at 30°C until the optical
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density of the culture medium at 600 nm reached 0.6. The 50 ml of

cells were harvested and pelleted by centrifugation for a basal time.

The remaining cultures were treated with diverse agents. The

cultures were further incubated and harvested at the indicated

time points. The harvested samples were frozen in liquid nitrogen

and lyophilized overnight. Total RNA was isolated using Easyblue

(Intron, #17061), as previously described (Ko et al., 2009), and

purified using an RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen, #74104) following the

manufacturer’s instructions. cDNA was synthesized using the

PrimeScript 1st strand cDNA synthesis kit (TAKARA, #6110A)

using purified total RNAs as a template. qRT-PCR analysis was

performed with the gene-specific primers listed in Supplementary

Table S2 using the CFX96 real-time PCR detection system (Bio-

Rad). Relative target gene expression was determined using the 2- D

DCt method and ACT1 expression was used for internal control

(Livak and Schmittgen, 2001). Statistical analyses were performed

using a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Bonferroni’s

multiple comparison test (GraphPad, USA).
2.7 Intracellular reactive oxygen
species measurement

C. neoformans strains were incubated overnight at 30°C. The

cells were then centrifuged and washed with 1×PBS. The cell

quantities were synchronized using a hemocytometer.

Subsequently, synchronized cells were treated with menadione

and harvested at each time point. Samples were fixed as

previously described (Jung et al., 2012). Each sample was divided

into two parts: one part was treated with 10 mMH2DCFDA, and the

other was used as a control. All samples were incubated for 1 h in

the dark at room temperature. After incubation, all samples were

washed three times with 1 × PBS and divided into 96 Grenier plates

and 96 flat black plates. Absorbance was measured at an optical

density of 600 nm and fluorescence was measured at 488 and

522 nm.
2.8 Protein extraction and western
blot analysis

WT (H99) and lkh1D strain were grown in a liquid YPD

medium for 16 h at 30°C and subcultured in a fresh liquid YPD

medium at 30°C until the optical density at 600 nm of the culture

medium ranged between 0.7 and 0.8. The cell culture was harvested

as a basal sample, and the remaining culture was treated with either

caffeine (final concentration: 1 mg/mL). After treating the stress

agent, 25 mL of the cell culture was harvested using an equal volume

of ice-cold protein-stopping buffer (0.9% NaCl, 1 mM NaN3, 10

mM EDTA, and 50 mMNaF) at the indicated time points which are

0.5, 1, 2, and 3 h for caffeine treatment. The concentration of protein

extracted from the cells was quantitatively measured using a

bicinchoninic acid (BCA) kit (Thermo Fisher, #23227). A total of

50 µg of each protein was loaded onto a 10% Tris-glycine SDS-

polyacrylamide gel and transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane.

To detect phosphorylated Mpk1, a 1:4000 dilution of phosphor-
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p44/42 MAPK (Erk1/2) (Thr202/Tyr204) rabbit monoclonal

antibody (Cell Signaling Technology, #4370S) was used. To

ensure equal protein loading, we used 1/4000 dilution of a Hog1-

specific rabbit polyclonal antibody (Santa Cruz, SC-9079). Protein

levels were measured using a ChemiDoc (Bio-Rad).

For phosphatase assay, the Rad53-4×FLAG strain and Lkh1-

4×FLAG strain were inoculated in YPD medium at 30°C overnight

and subcultured into 200 mL YPD medium at an OD600 of 0.2 and

incubated until OD600 reached approximately 0.8. We harvested

100 mL of the culture for the basal-time sample, and the remaining

sample was treated with rapamycin or MMS and further incubated

for 2 h at 30°C. The collected samples were divided into two halves

for phosphate treatment. One half was resuspended in lysis buffer

containing a phosphatase inhibitor cocktail, and the other half was

resuspended in lysis buffer without a phosphatase inhibitor cocktail.

The proteins extracted from each sample were quantified using a

BCA kit and adjusted to the same protein concentration. Next,

protein samples were treated with PMP buffer and 800 units of

phosphatase (New England Biolabs, #P0753S) for 1 h at 30°C.
2.9 Mating analysis

The C. neoformans strains were cultured in a liquid YPD

medium for 16 h at 30°C. Cell concentrations were calculated by

hemocytometer, and theMATa andMATa cell concentrations were

synchronized (107 cells/mL). Equal amounts of MATa and MATa

cells were mixed, spotted (5 ml) onto V8 mating medium, and

grown in the dark at room temperature for 6 weeks. Filamentous

growth was observed and photographed once a week using a

microscope equipped with a SPOT Insight digital camera

(Diagnostic Instrument, Inc.).
2.10 Ergosterol measurement

The ergosterol content of the strains was measured as described

previously (Ko et al., 2009). The strains were inoculated in YPD

medium at 30°C overnight and subcultured into 150 mL YPD

medium at an OD600 of 0.2 and incubated until OD600 reached

about 0.8. We harvested 50 mL of the culture for the basal-time

sample, and the remaining sample was treated with FCZ (10 mg/
mL) and further incubated until each time point at 30°C. The

ergosterol content of the sample was calculated as follows: %

ergosterol = [(OD281.5/290) × F]/pellet weight – [(OD230/518) ×

F]/pellet weight, where F is the ethanol dilution factor and 290 and

518 are the E values (in percentage per centimeter) determined for

crystalline ergosterol and 24(28) dehydroergosterol, respectively

(Arthington-Skaggs et al., 1999).
2.11 Intracellular ATP measurement

The amount of intracellular ATP was measured as described

previously (Garcia et al., 2008; Price et al., 2011). WT, lkh1D, and
lkh1D+LKH1 strains were grown in liquid YPD medium for 16 h at
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30°C and subcultured in fresh liquid YPD medium at 30°C until the

optical density at 600 nm of the culture medium ranged between 0.7

and 0.8. Cultured samples were harvested and washed with PBS.

Samples were resuspended in 30 mL PBS and 15 mL aliquots of each

sample were centrifuged. Pellets for ATP analysis were resuspended

in 1 mL of 50 mM HEPES (pH 7.7) and disrupted using a bead

beater (Precellys) for 45 s. The disrupted samples were centrifuged

at 5,000 rpm at 4°C for 10 min, and the supernatants were collected

to determine ATP concentrations using an ATP bioluminescence

assay kit (Sigma, #FLAA). Protein concentrations used to normalize

the ATP concentration of each sample were measured in an aliquot

of the supernatant from each sample using a BCA kit (Thermo

Fisher, #23227).
2.12 Measurement of expression levels of
genes involved in melanin and
capsule productions

Quantitative measurement of LAC (LAC1 and LAC2) genes

expression was performed using a dopamine medium to induce

melanin production. Strains were cultured in liquid YPD medium

overnight at 30°C and subcultured in fresh liquid YPD medium and

then further incubated until they reached an approximate OD600 of

0.6. Basal-level samples were harvested, and the remaining samples

were washed three times using sterile water. After that, the

remained cultures were resuspended in a dopamine medium and

harvested after 4 h. To measure CAP10, CAP59, CAP60, and CAP64,

strains were cultured in liquid YPD medium overnight at 30°C. The

grown cells were subcultured in fresh liquid YPD medium at 30°C

until the optical density of the culture medium ranged from 0.6 to

0.7. Next, 50 mL of the grown cells were harvested for the basal

sample, and the remaining samples were washed three times using

sterile water. After washing, the culture was resuspended in

Littman’s medium and incubated for 4 h. Total RNA isolation

and cDNA synthesis was performed as previously described (Ko

et al., 2009). qRT-PCR analysis was performed using the gene-

specific primers listed in Supplementary Table S2.
2.13 RNA-seq and data analysis

WT (H99) and lkh1D mutant were cultured in liquid YPD

medium overnight at 30°C, subcultured in fresh liquid YPD

medium, and then further incubated until they reached an

approximate OD600 of 0.7–0.8. For basal samples, we collected 50

mL of grown cells and treated them with rapamycin (3 ng/mL) the

remaining cells for 1 h. After 1 h, the cells were harvested and placed

in liquid nitrogen. All samples were lyophilized and total RNA was

isolated using Trizol reagent (Intron, #17061) and purified with an

RNeasy mini kit (Qiagen, #74104) according to the manufacturer’s

protocol. To ensure the reliability of the RNA-seq analysis, we

prepared three biologically independent samples for each strain.

Total RNA concentration was calculated using Quant-IT

RiboGreen (Invitrogen, #R11490). To assess the integrity of the

total RNA, samples were run on TapeStation RNA screen tape
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(Agilent, #5067-5576). Only high-quality RNA preparations (RIN

greater than 7.0) were used for the RNA library construction. A

library was independently prepared with 0.5 mg of total RNA for

each sample by Illumina TruSeq Stranded Total RNA Library Prep

Gold Kit (Illumina, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA, # 20020599). The

first step in the workflow involved removing rRNA from the total

RNA using the Ribo-Zero rRNA Removal Kit (Human/Mouse/Rat

Gold) (Illumina, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA). Subsequently, the

remaining mRNA was fragmented into small pieces using divalent

cations at elevated temperatures. The cleaved RNA fragments were

copied into first-strand cDNA using SuperScript II reverse

transcriptase (#18064014; Invitrogen) and random primers. This

was followed by the synthesis of second-strand cDNA using DNA

Polymerase I, RNase H, and dUTP. These cDNA fragments then go

through an end repair process, the addition of a single ‘A’ base, and

then adapter ligation. The products were purified and enriched

using PCR to create a final cDNA library. Libraries were quantified

using KAPA Library Quantification kits for Illumina Sequencing

platforms per the qPCR Quantification Protocol Guide (KAPA

BIOSYSTEMS, #KK4854) and qualified using a TapeStation D1000

ScreenTape (Agilent Technologies, # 5067-5582). Indexed libraries

were then subjected to Illumina NovaSeq (Illumina, Inc., San Diego,

CA, USA), and paired-end (2×100 bp) sequencing was performed

by Macrogen Inc. The RNA-seq data generated in this study were

available from the Gene Expression Omnibus (GSE233612).
2.14 Virulence assay

SPF/VAF-confirmed inbred 6-week-old female BALB/

cAnNCrlOri mice were purchased (ORIENT BIO Inc., Republic

of Korea) and used in the experiment after acclimatization to the

breeding environment for one week. For infection, the strains [WT

(H99), lkh1D (KW1451), and lkh1D+LKH1 (KW1633)] were

inoculated in a fresh liquid YPD medium and cultured overnight

in a 30°C shaking incubator. After adjusting the number to 5 × 105

yeast cells, respiratory anesthesia was induced with isoflurane, and

the strains were inhaled nasally. After infection, the condition of the

mice was observed daily, and the survival rate of the mice was

expressed as a percentage of survival. Statistical analysis was

performed using Log-rank (Mantel-Cox) test using Graphpad

Prism 9.5.1.
2.15 In vitro blood-brain barrier
translocation assay

For the BBB translocation assay, human brain microvascular

endothelial cells (hCMEC/D3 cell line; Merck & CO) were cultured

as previously described (Vu et al., 2009; Santiago-Tirado et al., 2017;

Jin et al., 2020; Lee et al., 2020). Briefly, 5×104 hCMEC/D3 cells in

EGM-2 medium (Lonza Group) were seeded on collagen (Corning,

Inc)-coated 8 mm-porous membranes (BD Falcon). The day after

seeding, the medium was replaced with fresh EGM™-2 medium

supplemented with 2.5% human serum, and the cells were further

grown for 4 days. A day before the inoculation of each strain, the
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medium was replaced with 0.5×diluted EGM™-2 medium (1.25%

human serum), and the cells were maintained at 37°C and 5% CO2

incubator. The integrity of tight junctions between hCMEC/D3 cells

was confirmed by measuring the transendothelial electrical

resistance (TEER), which should be approximately 200 W per

cm2. TEER was measured using the Epithelial Volt per Ohm

Meter (EVOM2 device, World Precision Instruments). We added

5×105 cells of each strain to 500 ml of PBS, inoculated them onto the

top of the porous membranes, and incubated them for 24 h at 37°C

in a 5% CO2 incubator. The number of yeast cells passing through

the porous membrane was determined by counting the CFU. Tight

junctions between the hCMEC/D3 cells were measured using the

EVOM2 device before and after inoculation with the strains.
2.16 Histochemistry assay

For tissue staining, lungs were obtained from mice on day 16

after infection, weighted, and fixed in a 3.7% formaldehyde solution.

After complete fixation, the tissues were dehydrated and clarified

using xylene before being embedded in paraffin blocks. Tissue

sections with a thickness of 5 mm were cut and stained with

Grocott’s Methenamine Silver (GMS) Stain Kit (Abcam,

ab287884) or Periodic Acid Schiff (PAS) Stain Kit (Mucin Stain)

(Abcam, ab150680), per the manufacturer’s protocol. Slide images

were captured with Primostar 3 (ZEISS, Germany) at final

magnifications of 100 × and 200 ×.
2.17 Flocculation and adhesion assays

The flocculation assay was performed as previously described

(Cramer et al., 2006). Briefly, C. neoformans strains were cultured in

liquid YPD medium for 16 h at 30°C. Subsequently, the grown cells

were normalized to an OD600 of 1.5. The OD600 of each cell

suspension was then measured for a duration of 4 h. Three

independent biological replicates were conducted, and error bars

indicate the standard error of the means (S.E.M). The adhesion

assay was performed following the protocol outlined in the previous

study (Lee et al., 2014). Strains were cultured in liquid YPDmedium

for 16 h at 30°C. Next, the 5 ml of the grown cells were spotted onto

filament agar plates and incubated for 5 days at 22°C. Adherence

was assessed by washing the plate under flowing distilled water for

20 sec.
2.18 Flow cytometry analysis

For flow cytometry analysis, we prepared WT (H99) and lkh1D
mutant strains, as previously described (Choi et al., 2024). Briefly,

WT and lkh1D mutant strains were cultured in a liquid YPD

medium for 16 h. Next, each strain was grown to an optical

density at 600 nm of 0.8 and washed with phosphate-buffered

saline (PBS). After cells were fixed with ethanol, cells were washed

with PBS containing 1% and 0.5% bovine serum albumin (BSA).

Subsequently, the cells were treated with RNase for 30 min at 37°C
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and stained with propidium iodide staining buffer for 2 h at room

temperature in the dark. After washing, fluorescence was assessed

using a BD FACS symphony A5, capturing 10,000 events

per sample.
2.19 Measurement of chitin contents

For chitin staining, the strains were cultured in YPD medium

for 16 h at 30°C and subsequently subcultured in fresh liquid YPD

medium until the optical density of the culture medium at 600 nm

reached 0.8. A 50 mL aliquot of cells was harvested and pelleted by

centrifugation to establish a basal time point. The remaining

cultures were treated with 1.0 mg/mL of caffeine and further

incubated before being harvested after 12 hours. Harvested

samples were fixed following previously established methods

(Jung et al., 2012). Fixed samples were mixed with an equal

volume of calcofluor white solution (25 mg/mL) and incubated for

30 min at room temperature in darkness. Subsequently, the cells

were washed twice with PBS and mixed with mounting buffer

(Biomeda, cat. NO #M01) on slide glass for immobilization,

followed by an additional 30 min incubation. Each sample was

then photographed using fluorescence microscopy (BX51;

Olympus, Tokyo, Japan), and fluorescence intensity was measured

in a minimum of 50 individual cells using the ImageJ/Fiji software

following previous methods (Kim et al., 2021).
3 Results

3.1 Identification of LAMMER kinase, Lkh1,
in C. neoformans

To identify the LAMMER kinase ortholog in C. neoformans,

BLAST searches were performed using the S. cerevisiae Kns1

protein sequence as a query. We identified a single gene

(CNAG_00683) with high scores and e-values (score: 294; e-

value: 3e-89). The putative LAMMER kinase harbors the

conserved motif ‘EHLAMMERILG’ sequence similar to other

fungal LAMMER kinases. Therefore, we named CNAG_00683 as

Lkh1 in C. neoformans. Growth defect is a conserved phenotype

observed in lkh1D mutants of other fungi (Kang et al., 2010; Park

et al., 2011; Kang et al., 2013). To ascertain whether the

Cryptococcus lkh1D mutant exhibited growth defect, we generated

the lkh1Dmutant and its complemented strain and monitored their

growth at 30°C and 37°C. We found that the Cnlkh1D mutant

displayed a growth defect compared to WT and complemented

strain at both temperatures (Figure 1A and Supplementary Figure

S2A). ATP synthesis is essential for fungal cell growth (Li et al.,

2021; Vestergaard et al., 2022). To establish a relationship between

the growth defects of the lkh1Dmutant and intracellular ATP levels,

we measured the intracellular ATP content in each strain. The ATP

levels in the lkh1D mutant were indistinguishable from those in the

WT, indicating that ATP content was not associated with the

growth defects observed in the lkh1D mutant (Supplementary

Figure S2B). Given that Lkh1 is involved in cell cycle progression
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by phosphorylating Rum in fission yeast (Yu et al., 2013) and lkh1D
mutant showed slow growth in C. neoformans, we conducted a

fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) analysis to investigate

whether CnLkh1 plays a role in cell cycle progression. We found

that the WT strain showed regular G1, S, and G2 phases, whereas

abnormal cell cycle patterns were observed in the lkh1D mutant.

The lkh1Dmutant exhibited a decreased G1 phase and increased G2

phase compared to the WT strain. Furthermore, the lkh1D mutant

exhibited increased DNA content beyond 2N (Figures 1B, C, and

Supplementary Figure S2C). Morphological analysis of the lkh1D
mutant revealed that some of the cells were not physically separated

compared to WT and its complemented strain (Supplementary

Figure S2D). Therefore, these data suggest that C. neoformans Lkh1

is also involved in the cell cycle progression akin to other fungi.
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3.2 Lkh1 was involved in oxidative stress
response by regulating intracellular
ROS levels

A previous study demonstrated that strains with deleted LKH1

showed growth defects in response to hydrogen peroxide (Park

et al., 2003). To demonstrate the involvement of CnLkh1 in the

oxidative stress response, we conducted a phenotypic analysis. The

lkh1D mutant showed increased susceptibility to menadione and

diamide, but not to hydrogen peroxide (Figure 1D). Menadione

serves as a general superoxide generator, and Sods protect cells from

the toxic effects of reactive oxygen species, which are mediated by

the dismutation of superoxide radicals into hydrogen peroxide and

oxygen (Miller and Britigan, 1997). To examine whether Lkh1
B
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FIGURE 1

Lkh1 regulated growth and oxidative stress response. (A) WT (H99), lkh1D (KW1451), and lkh1D+LKH1 (KW1633) strains were grown in liquid YPD
medium for 16 h at 30°C and subcultured in fresh liquid YPD medium at 30°C. Cell density was measured at an optical density of 600 nm every 2 (h)
(B, C) Histogram of cell count in WT and lkh1D mutant by propidium iodide using flow cytometry. The provided images represent data from three
biological replicates (B). Population proportion of cells were quantified. One-way ANOVA was used to dertermine statistical differences among
strains (NS: not significant; * P < 0.05; *** P < 0.001; **** P < 0.0001) (D) WT (H99), lkh1D (KW1451), and lkh1D+LKH1 (KW1633) strains were cultured
in liquid YPD medium overnight at 30°C, 10-fold serially diluted and spotted on YPD medium containing 0.02 mM menadione, 2 mM diamide, or 2
mM H2O2. (E, G) Expression levels of SOD genes and CAT genes were verified by qRT-PCR analysis using cDNA of WT (H99) and lkh1D strains with
or without treatment of menadione (0.02 mM). Three independent biological experiments with duplicate technical replicates were performed. Error
bars indicate the standard error of the mean (S.E.M). The statistical significance of the differences was determined by one-way ANOVA with
Bonferroni’s multiple-comparison test. (NS: not significant; * P < 0.05; *** P < 0.001; **** P < 0.0001) (F) Intracellular ROS levels of WT, lkh1D, and
lkh1D+LKH1 strains treated with or without MD (0.02 mM) were measured using H2DCFDA.
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regulates the expression of SOD genes, we evaluated the expression

of SOD genes in the WT and lkh1D mutant under menadione

treatment. The lkh1D mutant exhibited diminished SOD1

expression compared to the WT, while the SOD2 expression level

in the lkh1D mutant was lower than that in WT at 2 h post-

menadione treatment (Figure 1E). Next, we sought to determine if

the reduced SOD1 expression levels in the lkh1D mutant

corresponded to changes in intracellular ROS levels. To address

this, we quantified intracellular ROS levels in WT, lkh1D, and
lkh1D+LKH1 strains using H2DCFDA. We observed that the

intracellular ROS level in the lkh1D mutant was higher than that

in WT at the basal level. However, ROS productions in the WT and

lkh1D mutant were indistinguishable under menadione treatment

(Figure 1F). In S. pombe, expression levels of the catalase gene,

CTT1, are markedly reduced in the lkh1D mutant compared to

those in WT (Park et al., 2003). To investigate whether Lkh1 is

involved in regulating catalase genes, we assessed the expression

levels of four catalase genes (CAT1, CAT2, CAT3, and CAT4) in the

presence of menadione. The expression levels of CAT1 and CAT3

genes in the lkh1D mutant were reduced compared to those in the

WT under basal conditions, whereas the CAT2 gene expression

levels in the lkh1D mutant were significantly higher than those in

the WT, regardless of the presence or absence of menadione

(Figure 1G). Collectively, these results suggested that Lkh1
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governs the oxidative stress response by modulating the

expression of SOD and CAT genes.
3.3 Lkh1 controlled DNA damage response
in both Rad53-dependent and
-independent manners

Previous studies have reported a critical role for U. maydis Lkh1

in maintaining genome stability and facilitating DNA repair

processes (de Sena-Tomás et al., 2015). To demonstrate the

requirement of Lkh1 in DNA damage response, survival tests

were conducted under DNA damage stress conditions. Consistent

with observation in the U. maydis lkh1D mutant, the lkh1D mutant

exhibited a significant growth defect in response to various types of

DNA damage stress (Figure 2A). In C. neoformans, the Rad53-Bdr1

pathway plays a central role in the response to DNA damage stress

by regulating the expression of DNA repair genes (Jung et al., 2016,

2019, 2021). To demonstrate that Lkh1 controls the DNA damage

response via the Rad53-Bdr1 pathway, we measured the expression

levels of BDR1 and its downstream genes. Notably, the lkh1D
mutant displayed inherently higher expression levels of BDR1,

RAD51, RAD54, and RDH54 compared to the WT, whereas

induction levels upon MMS treatment were similar between WT
B C
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FIGURE 2

Lkh1 regulated DNA damage response. (A) WT (H99), lkh1D (KW1451), and lkh1D+LKH1 (KW1633) strains were cultured in a liquid YPD medium overnight
at 30°C, 10-fold serially diluted and spotted on YPD medium containing the indicated concentration of DNA damage insults. For UV-C and g-radiation
tests, the serially diluted cells were spotted onto YPD medium and exposed to the indicated dose of UV-C (200 J/m2) or g-radiation (2.5 kGy). Next, cells
were further incubated at 30 °C and photographed daily for 2-4 days. (B) Expression levels of the BDR1 gene and Rad53-Bdr1 pathway downstream
genes were verified by qRT-PCR analysis using cDNA of WT and lkh1D mutant with or without treating MMS (0.02%). Three independent biological
experiments with duplicate technical replicates were performed. Error bars indicate S.E.M. Statistical significances of the differences were determined by
one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s multiple-comparison test. (* P < 0.05; ** P < 0.01; *** P < 0.001; **** P < 0.0001) (C) Phosphorylation of Rad53 was
monitored by analysis of the reduced electrophoretic migration using western blotting with anti-FLAG antibody. The Rad53-4×FLAG strain (YSB3806)
and lkh1D Rad53-4×FLAG (KW1806) were grown to the mid-logarithmic phase and the cell extract was incubated at 30°C for 1 h with or without l-
phosphatase (PPase). (D) WT (H99), lkh1D (KW1451), rad53D (YSB3785), and rad53D lkh1D (KW1610 and KW1612) strains were cultured in a liquid YPD
medium overnight at 30°C, 10-fold serially diluted and spotted on YPD medium containing the indicated concentration of DNA damage insults. For UV-
C and g-radiation tests, the serially diluted cells were spotted onto a YPD medium and exposed to the indicated dose of UV-C or g-radiation. Next, cells
were further incubated at 30°C and photographed daily for 2-4 days.
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and lkh1D strains (Figure 2B). This result led us to compare Rad53

phosphorylation levels in WT and lkh1D strains because Rad53

phosphorylation induces the expression of DNA repair genes. To

compare Rad53 phosphorylation, we constructed lkh1D mutant

strains in the Rad53-4×FLAG background and monitored Rad53

phosphorylation in both WT and lkh1D mutant. We observed that

Rad53 was more phosphorylated in lkh1Dmutant compared to WT

under a basal condition (Figure 2C). These findings indicate that

DNA damage responses in the lkh1D mutant are more impaired

than those in WT at the basal condition.

Because Lkh1 controlled DNA damage response in both Rad53-

dependent and independent manner, we hypothesized that rad53D
lkh1D double mutants show more pronounced growth defect under

DNA damage stress compared to the individual lkh1D and rad53D
mutant. To validate this hypothesis, we constructed two additional

independent rad53D lkh1D double mutants and performed

phenotypic analyses using them. Expectedly, the rad53D lkh1D
double mutants were more susceptibility to DNA damage insults

compared to the individual lkh1D and rad53D mutant (Figure 2D).

Therefore, Lkh1 plays an important role in the DNA damage

response in both Rad53-dependent and -independent manners.
3.4 Lkh1 controlled cell wall integrity in an
Mpk1-dependent and
-independent manner

In C. albicans, deletion of KNS1 results in growth defects in

response to cell stress agents and alterations in cell wall composition

(Park and Park, 2011; Choi et al., 2014). Similar to the kns1D
mutant in C. albicans, the lkh1D mutant showed growth defects in

response to cell wall stress agents, such as caffeine, calcofluor white,

and congo-red (Figure 3A). In C. neoformans, the Mpk1 MAPK

pathway plays a central role in regulating cell wall integrity through

phosphorylation in response to cell wall stress agents (Kraus et al.,

2003). To ascertain the potential involvement of Lkh1 in Mpk1

phosphorylation during cell wall stress, we monitored the

phosphorylation status of Mpk1 in lkh1D mutant under cell wall

stress conditions. We observed that Mpk1 phosphorylation levels in

lkh1D mutant were slightly increased than those in WT in the

presence of caffeine (Figure 3B).

The cell wall of C. neoformans is composed of a- and b-glucan
as well as chitin. C. neoformans harbors eight putative chitin

synthase encoding genes, seven b-glucan synthesis-related genes,

and one a-glucan synthase encoding gene (Thompson et al., 1999;

Reese and Doering, 2003; Banks et al., 2005; Reese et al., 2007; Wang

et al., 2018). Given that the lkh1D mutant exhibited growth defects

in response to cell wall stress agents, we wondered whether Lkh1

controls the expression of genes involved in cell wall biosynthesis.

To test this hypothesis, we measured the expression of chitin

synthase-associated genes. The expressions of CHS3, CHS6, and

CHS8 in the lkh1Dmutant were reduced compared toWT, while the

expression of CHS7 in the lkh1Dmutant was elevated relative to the

WT (Figure 3C). b-1,6-glucan is the predominant polysaccharide in

the C. neoformans cell wall compared to b-1,3-glucan (Zaragoza

et al., 2009; Gilbert et al., 2010). To confirm Lkh1 involvement in b-
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glucan synthesis in C. neoformans, we measured the expression

levels of related genes. The expressions of KRE6 (b-1,6-glucan
synthase-related gene), FKS1 (encoding b-1,3-glucan synthase),

and ASG1 (a-1,3-glucan synthase) were reduced in both mpk1D
mutant and lkh1D mutant compared to WT. The expression of the

KRE5 (b-1,6-glucan synthase-related gene) in the lkh1Dmutant was

reduced compared to WT but remained unaffected in the mpk1D
mutant (Figure 3C). Next, to reinforce the notion that Lkh1 is

involved in cell wall integrity in an Mpk1-independent manner, we

constructed mpk1D lkh1D double mutants and subjected them to a

cell wall stress assay. Expectedly, mpk1D lkh1D double mutants

showed significantly higher susceptibility to cell wall damage agents

compared to the individual lkh1D and mpk1Dmutants (Figure 3D).

Given that expression levels of genes related to chitin synthesis were

diminished in lkh1D mutant compared to those in WT, we

quantitatively measured chitin levels in WT and lkh1D mutant in

the presence or absence of caffeine. Under basal conditions, the

chitin content in the lkh1D mutant was higher than those in WT

and its complemented strain. However, in the presence of caffeine,

the chitin content in WT and lkh1D+LKH1 strain increased,

whereas that in the lkh1D mutant was not enhanced to the same

extent as in WT (Figure 3E). Collectively, these findings suggest that

Lkh1 controls the cell wall stress response in an Mpk1-dependent

and -independent manner.
3.5 Lkh1 was involved in azole drug
resistance regardless of ergosterol levels

The fungal cell membrane is a key target for antifungal drugs,

primarily because of its specific fungal components such as

ergosterol. Azole drugs inhibit ergosterol biosynthesis by binding

to Erg11 and inducing the accumulation of 14-methylated sterols,

compromising cell membrane integrity (Joseph-Horne et al., 1995).

Amphotericin B interacts with the lipid bilayer membrane, induces

pore formation, and increases cell permeability (Joseph-Horne

et al., 1995). Given the observed susceptibility of the lkh1D
mutant to cell membrane destabilizer (Figure 4A), an antifungal

drug test was conducted. The lkh1Dmutant showed susceptibility to

amphotericin B whereas it exhibited resistance to fluconazole

(Figure 4B). This contrasting response to azole and polyene drugs

suggests a potential role of Lkh1 in the regulation of ergosterol

biosynthesis. To test this hypothesis, we measured the expression

levels of ERG1, ERG11, and HMG1, which participate in the rate-

limiting step of ergosterol biosynthesis (Veen et al., 2003). We

observed that expression levels of ERG1 and ERG11 in lkh1D
mutant were similar to those in WT. However, the induction of

HMG1 in the lkh1Dmutant was slightly lower than compared to the

WT (Figure 4C). Although Lkh1 did not appear to be critical for the

regulation of ergosterol biosynthesis genes, the ergosterol content

was determined to further elucidate the regulatory role of Lkh1.

Similar to expression levels of ergosterol biosynthesis genes, the

ergosterol contents in the lkh1D were indistinguishable from those

in WT (Figure 4D). In addition to ergosterol biosynthesis, several

studies have demonstrated that ABC transporters are also critical

for the acquisition of azole resistance in C. neoformans (Sanguinetti
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et al., 2006; Chang et al., 2018). To investigate whether Lkh1

regulates ABC transporters, we measured expression levels of

these genes under fluconazole treatment. Contrary to our

expectation, expression levels of ABC transporter genes such as

AFR1 and MDR1 in lkh1D mutant were lower than those in WT

under fluconazole treatment. However, the expression levels of

AFR2 and AFR3 were similar in both lkh1D and WT strain in the

presence of fluconazole (Figure 4E). Collectively, these findings

suggest that Lkh1 controls azole resistance in an ergosterol

biosynthesis-and ABC transporters-independent manners.
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3.6 Deletion of LKH1 decreased sexual
differentiation and agar adherence and
increased flocculation

Deletion of LKH1 results in reduced meiotic recombination in

U. maydis and LkhA plays a pivotal role in the sexual development

of Aspergillus nidulans (de Sena-Tomás et al., 2015, Kang et al.,

2013). To demonstrate whether Lkh1 in C. neoformans is

indispensable for sexual differentiation, we generated an LKH1

deletion strain in a MATa background and performed a mating
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FIGURE 3

Lkh1 was involved in the cell wall damage stress. (A) WT (H99), lkh1D (KW1451), and lkh1D+LKH1 (KW1633) strains were cultured in a liquid YPD
medium overnight at 30°C, 10-fold serially diluted and spotted on a YPD medium containing 60 mg/mL CFW, 1 mg/mL caffeine, or 1% congo-red.
(B) Mpk1 phosphorylation was monitored using western blotting with an anti-phospho-Erk1 antibody. The WT (H99) and lkh1D strains were grown to
the mid-logarithmic phase and then treated with caffeine (1 mg/mL) for 3 h. Next, total protein was extracted from each strain for immunoblot
analysis. (C) Expression levels of chitin synthesis-related genes and glucan synthesis-related genes were verified by qRT-PCR analysis using cDNA of
WT (H99) and lkh1D strains. Three independent biological experiments with duplicate technical replicates were performed. Error bars indicate S.E.M.
Statistical significances of the differences were determined by one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s multiple-comparison test. (* P < 0.05; ** P < 0.01;
**** P < 0.0001; NS: not significant) (D) WT (H99), lkh1D (KW1451), mpk1D (YSB3814), and mpk1D lkh1D (KW1858 and KW1860) strains were cultured
in liquid YPD medium overnight at 30°C, 10-fold serially diluted and spotted on a YPD medium containing 1 mg/mL CFW, 0.3 mg/mL caffeine, or
0.04% congo-red. (E) Chitin staining with CFW. The quantitative fluorescence intensity of 50 individual cells of each strain were measured suing
ImageJ/Fiji software. The error bar indicates the standard deviations (SD). The statistical significance of the differences was determined by one-way
ANOVA using Bonferroni’s multiple-comparison test. (*** P < 0.001; **** P < 0.0001; NS: not significant).
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assay. In unilateral crosses with the wild-type strains (H99 or

KN99a strains) and lkh1D mutants, there was a noticeable delay

in basidiospores production. However, basidiospores failed to form

in bilateral crosses between the MATa lkh1D mutant and MATa

lkh1D mutant (Figure 5A). These results indicate that Lkh1 is

required for basidiospore formation in C. neoformans. Previous

studies have reported that Lkh1 is involved in adhesion and

flocculation in other fungi (Kim et al., 2001; Lim et al., 2021).

Therefore, we performed flocculation and adhesion assays using

WT, lkh1D, and lkh1D+LKH1 complemented strains. We found that

the lkh1D mutant exhibited quicker settling out of suspension than

WT and lkh1D+LKH1 strains (Figure 5B). In C. neoformans,

mannoproteins (MPs) play a role in adhesion to host cells

(Teixeira et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2023). Supporting this result, the

expression level of adhesion-related gene CDA2 in lkh1D mutant

was reduced compared to that in WT (Figure 5C). This result

indicates that Lkh1 plays a negative role in flocculation. Contrary to

flocculation, the lkh1D mutant exhibited reduced agar adherence

compared to the WT strain (Figure 5D).
3.7 Tor1 was an upstream regulator of Lkh1
in C. neoformans

In S. cerevisiae, the TOR signaling pathway regulates ribosome

and tRNA synthesis through the negative regulation of LAMMER

kinase (Lee et al., 2012). To reveal the relationship between Lkh1
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and Tor1, we conducted a spotting assay using rapamycin, a Tor1

target. We observed lkh1D mutant showed resistance to rapamycin

compared to WT (Figure 6A), suggesting that Lkh1 negatively

regulates rapamycin resistance. To elucidate whether C.

neoformans Lhk1 is phosphorylated by Tor1 kinase, we

constructed strains containing LKH1-4×FLAG and confirmed the

functionality of the Lkh1-4×FLAG fusion protein (Supplementary

Figure S3). Next, we monitored the shift of Lkh1-4×FLAG in the

presence of rapamycin. We found that Lkh1 was a slight upshift

following rapamycin treatment (Figure 6B). To further demonstrate

that the upshift in Lkh1 was caused by phosphorylation rather than

by increased Lkh1 production, we compared the protein mobility of

Lkh1 in the presence or absence of l-phosphatase or phosphatase
inhibitors. Notably, the mobility shift of Lkh1 was abolished in the

presence of l-phosphatase under untreated conditions, indicating

that C. neoformans Lkh1 is intrinsically phosphorylated under basal

conditions. In both the rapamycin and the l-phosphatase
treatments, the abolishment of the Lkh1 mobility shift was even

more apparent (Figure 6B).

The fact that Lkh1 was phosphorylated under TOR kinase

inhibition indicates that TOR-dependent kinases and

phosphatases directly affect Lkh1 phosphorylation. In S.

cerevisiae, the TOR kinase negatively regulates Sit4 phosphatase

by facilitating complex formation between Tap42 and Sit4 (Di

Como and Arndt, 1996). To demonstrate whether Sit4 is required

for Lkh1 phosphorylation, we constructed a sit4D mutant in the

background of the Lkh1-4×FLAG strain and monitored the Lkh1
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FIGURE 4

Lkh1 was involved in antifungal drug resistance. (A, B) WT (H99), lkh1D (KW1451), and lkh1D+LKH1 (KW1633) strains were cultured in a liquid YPD
medium overnight at 30°C, 10-fold serially diluted and spotted on YPD medium containing 0.02% SDS, 1.5 mg/mL amphotericin B, 14 mg/mL
fluconazole. (C, E) Expression levels of ergosterol synthesis-related genes and ABC transporter genes were verified by qRT-PCR analysis using cDNA
of WT (H99) and lkh1D strains with or without treatment of fluconazole (16 mg/mL). Three independent biological experiments with duplicate
technical replicates were performed. Error bars indicate S.E.M. Statistical significances of the differences were determined by one-way ANOVA with
Bonferroni’s multiple-comparison test. (* P < 0.05; ** P < 0.01; *** P < 0.001; NS: not significant) (D) The relative ergosterol contents of WT, lkh1D,
and lkh1D+LKH1 strains were assessed with or without fluconazole treatment.
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FIGURE 6

Phosphorylation of Lkh1 in a TOR1-dependent manner. (A) WT (H99), lkh1D (KW1451), and lkh1D+LKH1 (KW1633) strains were cultured in a liquid
YPD medium overnight at 30°C, 10-fold serially diluted and spotted on a YPD medium containing rapamycin (9 mg/mL). (B–D) Lkh1 phosphorylation
was monitored using western blotting with an anti-FLAG antibody. The Lkh1-4×FLAG strain (KW1755), sit4D Lkh1-4×FLAG strain (KW2058), and
sch9D Lkh1-4×FLAG strain (KW2091) were grown to the mid-logarithmic phase and then treated with rapamycin (3 ng/mL) for 2 h. The cell extract
was incubated at 30°C for 1 h with or without l-phosphatase (PPase) and PPase inhibitor.
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FIGURE 5

Lkh1 was required for basidiospores formation in C neoformans. (A) Serotype A MATa and MATa strains were co-cultured on a V8 medium (pH 5.0)
for 5 weeks at room temperature in the dark: WT a × WT a (H99 and KN99), WT a × a lkh1D (H99 and KW1529), a lkh1D × a (KW1451 and KN99), a
lkh1D × a lkh1D (KW1451 and KW1529), a lkh1D+LKH1 × a (KW1633 and KN99), and a lkh1D+LKH1 × a lkh1D (KW1633 and KW1529). The images were
photographed after 18 days and 36 days. The black arrows and red arrows indicate basidium and basidiospores, respectively. (B) WT, lkh1D, and
lkh1D+LKH1 strains were cultured in a liquid YPD medium, and each strain was normalized to an OD600 of 1.5. The OD600 was measured to
determine flocculation at the indicated time points. The error bars indicate the standard error of the means (S.E.M). (C) The expression levels of
adhesion-related genes in lkh1D mutant. Three independent biological experiments with duplicate technical replicates were performed. Error bars
indicate the S.E.M. The statistical significance of the differences was determined by one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s multiple-comparison test.
(NS: not significant; * P < 0.05; ** P < 0.01) (D) The same concentration of each strain was spotted on filament agar. After 5 days of incubation at
room temperature, cells were washed with flowing water, followed by a subsequent incubation at 30°C for 2 days.
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protein shift. The data revealed that the Lkh1 protein in the sit4D
mutant exhibited an increased mobility pattern compared to that in

WT under both the absence and presence of rapamycin (Figure 6C).

These data indicate that Sit4 indirectly influences Lkh1

phosphorylation. In S. cerevisiae, the TOR kinase directly

phosphorylates the ACK kinase Sch9 (Urban et al., 2007). AKT,

an ortholog of Sch9 in yeast, phosphorylates CLK1, CLK2, and

murine LAMMER kinases (Song et al., 2023). To reveal whether

Sch9 is required for Lkh1 phosphorylation, we constructed an sch9D
mutant in the background of the Lkh1-4×FLAG strain. We

observed that the Lkh1 protein in the sch9D mutant showed a

significant upshift pattern compared to that of WT under both the

absence and presence of rapamycin conditions (Figure 6D). This

suggests that Sch9 is indirectly implicated in Lkh1 phosphorylation

in an opposite manner to that of Sit4. Therefore, the Tor1-

dependent pathway is responsible for Lkh1 phosphorylation.
3.8 Function of Lkh1 was entirely
dependent on its kinase activity

In S. cerevisiae, the Asp (D440) residue is required for the kinase

activity of Kns1, and kinase-dead alleles decrease the Kns1 auto-

phosphorylation (Lee et al., 2012). To assess the significance of the

kinase activity of CnLkh1 for its functionality, we constructed the

Lkh1 kinase-dead allele (LKH1D546A) and introduced it into the

lkh1D mutant (Figure 7A). We confirmed the LKH1D546A allele

expression level in the lkh1D mutant was similar to that in the WT

(Figure 7B). Next, we observed that the resistance of LKH1D546A

strains in response to various stress inducers except for fluconazole

was similar to that of the lkh1D mutant (Figure 7C). These findings
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suggest that most Lkh1 functions are controlled by the kinase

activity of Lkh1, except for regulating resistance to fluconazole.
3.9 Genes related to amino acid
transporters were regulated through the
Tor1-Lkh1 pathway

In this study, we observed that Tor1 acts as an upstream

regulator of Lkh1. Our previous study reported that Tor1

regulates the expression of genes involved in transmembrane

transport, ribosome synthesis, and metabolic processes (So et al.,

2019). To elucidate the signaling circuitry downstream of CnLkh1

in the TOR1-Lkh1 pathway, we conducted RNA-seq analysis

comparing the transcriptome profiles of the WT strain and the

lkh1D mutants with or without rapamycin treatment. Under the

basal condition, the expression levels of 409 genes in the lkh1D
mutant were either increased (276 genes) or decreased (133 genes)

compared to WT in a statistically significant manner (P < 0.05, |

log2 (fold change) | >= 2) (Supplementary Figure S4A and

Supplementary Table S3). Under rapamycin treatment, the

expression levels of 452 genes in lkh1D mutant were either

increased (290 genes) or decreased (162 genes) compared to WT

in a statistically significant manner (P < 0.05, | log2 (fold change) |

>= 2) (Supplementary Figure S4B and Supplementary Table S3).

Based on the KEGG pathway analysis, we observed that CnLkh1

was involved in amino acid metabolism, DNA replication, and base

excision repair in the absence of rapamycin treatment. Under

rapamycin treatment, CnLkh1 was observed to be involved in

ribosomal biogenesis (Figure 8A). To determine whether Lkh1

regulates the expression of genes involved in ribosome synthesis
B
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FIGURE 7

Kinase activity of Lkh1 was required for Lkh1 function. (A) Sequence alignment of the catalytic region for the kinase activity of S. cerevisiae Kns1 and
C neoformans Lkh1. (B) The LKH1 expression level in the LKH1KD strain. The qRT-PCR analysis was performed with cDNA synthesized from WT
(H99), lkh1D (KW1451), and LKH1KD (KW1958) strains grown to the mid-log phase. Error bars indicate standard deviation. The statistical significance of
difference was determined by one-way analysis of variance with Bonferroni’s multiple comparison tests. (* P < 0.05 and NS: non-significant)
(C) WT (H99), lkh1D (KW1451), lkh1D+LKH1 (KW1633), and LKH1KD (KW1958) strains were cultured in liquid YPD medium overnight at 30°C, 10-fold
serially diluted and spotted on YPD medium containing stress-inducing agents. For the UV-C resistance test, the serially-diluted cells were spotting
onto the YPD medium, and the indicated dose of UV-C was exposed. The plates were further incubated at 30°C and daily photographed for 2-
4 days.
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and small nuclear RNA processing [CNAG_02382 (BRX1),

CNAG_04365 (MAK21), CNAG_02437 (RRP5), CNAG_04072

(NIP7), CNAG_06318 (YTM1), and CNAG_06535 (UTP30)],

qRT-PCR analysis was performed. Notably, only BRX1

demonstrated lower expression in the lkh1D mutant compared to

that in WT. Conversely, the MAK21, RRP5, NIP7, YTM1, and

UTP30 expression levels demonstrated no significant differences

between WT and lkh1D mutants (Figure 8B and Supplementary

Figure S4C). The transcriptome analysis showed that expression

levels of amino acid transporter or amino acid metabolism genes

[CNAG_02049 (PUT1), CNAG_07902 (AAP2), CNAG_05345

(AAP7), and CNAG_00597 (AAP4)] were reduced in the lkh1D
mutant. We observed that the PUT1, AAP2, AAP4, and AAP7

expression levels were similar betweenWT and lkh1Dmutant under
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basal conditions. However, the induction levels in the lkh1Dmutant

were lower than those in WT (Figure 8C). Put1 is involved in

proline production (Lee et al., 2011). Aap4 and Aap2 are required

for transporting lysine and isoleucine, respectively, as the sole

nitrogen source (Martho et al., 2016). To determine whether

Lkh1 is required for cell growth when a single amino acid serves

as the sole nitrogen source, we monitored the growth of each strain

in a minimal medium supplemented with various nitrogen sources,

including lysine, isoleucine, and proline. We observed that the

growth of the lkh1D mutant in YNB including proline or lysine,

but not isoleucine, was partially restored compared to that of the

lkh1Dmutant in the YNB medium alone (Figure 8D). However, the

growth of the lkh1Dmutant in YNB medium supplemented with all

amino acids (proline, isoleucine, and lysine) was similar to those in
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FIGURE 8

Transcriptome analysis of lkh1D mutant in response to rapamycin. (A) Significant differences in KEGG pathway analysis were observed between basal
and rapamycin-treatment conditions (3 ng/mL) in lkh1D mutants. (B, C) Expression levels of genes encoding genes related to ribosome synthesis,
small nuclear RNA, and amino acid transporter were verified by qRT-PCR analysis using cDNA of WT and lkh1D strains with or without rapamycin
treatment (3 ng/mL). Three independent biological experiments with duplicate technical replicates were performed. Error bars indicate S.E.M.
Statistical significances of the differences were determined by one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s multiple-comparison test (NS: not significant; ** P
< 0.01; **** P < 0.0001). (D) Growth yield was calculated by measuring the growth curve of each strain. Each strain was grown in a minimal medium
containing certain nitrogen sources (2 mM proline, 2 mM isoleucine, 2 mM lysine, and all together) Error bars indicate S.E.M. Statistical significances
of the differences were determined by one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s multiple-comparison test. (* P < 0.05; ** P < 0.01; *** P < 0.001).
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YNB supplemented with either proline (Figure 8D). Collectively,

Lkh1 is required for proline- and lysine-dependent growth of

C. neoformans.
3.10 Lkh1 positively regulated the virulence
factor formation

C. neoformans possesses several virulence factors for survival

and proliferation within the host. One such factor is melanin, a dark

brown polyphenolic pigment with antiphagocytic and antioxidant

properties (Eisenman and Casadevall, 2012). To investigate the role

of Lkh1 in melanin production, we assessed the melanin production

levels of the lhk1D mutant on the L-DOPA medium. We observed

that the lkh1Dmutant produced less melanin compared to WT and

its complemented strain (Figure 9A). In high glucose concentration

conditions, which is a melanin-repressed condition (Jin et al., 2020),

the difference in melanin production between lkh1D andWT strains

was obvious. Despite a long incubation period (7 days), melanin

production in lkh1D mutant did not recover to WT level (Data not

shown). Given that the lkh1D mutant exhibited growth defect, we

wondered whether the reduced melanin production in the lkh1D
mutant originated from its growth defect or the influence on

melanin-producing genes encoding laccases (LAC1 and LAC2).

To test this hypothesis, we measured the LAC1 and LAC2
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expression levels under melanin-induced conditions. We observed

that the induction levels of LAC1 in the lkh1D mutant were

significantly lower compared to the WT, and the LAC2

expression level in the lkh1D mutant was slightly lower than that

in WT (Figure 9B).

The polysaccharide capsule, located outside the fungal cell wall

and enabling the fungus to evade immune recognition and

destruction (Chen et al., 2022), is another major virulence factor

of C. neoformans. Next, we compared capsule production between

WT and lkh1D mutants. Similar to the melanin production, lkh1D
mutant showed reduced capsule production compared to WT and

complemented strains (Figure 9C). We wondered whether the

decrease in capsule production in the lkh1D mutant resulted from

its growth defect or differences in gene expression related to capsule

production. We observed that induction levels of capsule

production-related genes including CAP10, CAP59, CAP60, and

CAP64 in the lkh1D mutant were significantly lower compared to

those in WT under capsule induction conditions (Figure 9D). To

determine whether the kinase activity of Lkh1 influences the

formation of virulence factors, we performed melanin and capsule

production assays. Strikingly, the LKH1D546A strains produced less

melanin and capsule production similar to the lkh1D mutant

(Supplementary Figure S5). Taken together, these findings

indicate that Lkh1 is involved in the formation of both capsule

and melanin in C. neoformans.
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FIGURE 9

Lkh1 was involved in capsule and melanin production of C. neoformans. (A) WT (H99), lkh1D (KW1451), and lkh1D+LKH1 (KW1633) strains were
spotted on L-DOPA medium (0.1%, 0.2% glucose, and without glucose) at 30°C for 3 days. (B, D) Expression levels of laccase genes (LAC1 and LAC2)
and capsule-related genes (CAP10, CAP59, CAP60, and CAP64) were verified by qRT-PCR analysis using cDNA of WT and lkh1D mutant. Three
independent biological experiments with duplicate technical replicates were performed. Error bars indicate S.E.M. Statistical significances of the
differences were determined by one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s multiple-comparison test. (* P < 0.05; *** P < 0.001; **** P < 0.0001; NS: not
significant) (C) The WT, lkh1D, and lkh1D+LKH1 strains were cultured on a Littman medium for capsule production at 30°C for 3 days. The scale bar
indicates 10 mm.
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3.11 Lkh1 was required for virulence in
C. neoformans

Our experiment results, which showed that the lkh1D mutant

displayed a growth defect at 37°C, along with reduced melanin and

capsule productions, indicate that it plays an essential role in

virulence. To demonstrate this hypothesis, we assessed the

virulence of the lkh1D mutant in a murine model of

cryptococcosis. We found that the lkh1D mutant was completely

avirulent. Although the mice infected with lkh1D+LKH1 showed

delayed symptoms compared to mice infected with the WT, all the

mice were symptomatic within 30 days post-infection (Figure 10A).

To investigate the effect of Lkh1 on pulmonary growth, we observed

the lung tissues of infected mice at 16 days post-infection. Lung

tissues were much heavier in WT and lkh1D+LKH1 strain-infected
mice compared to lkh1D mutant-infected mice (Figure 10B). In

particular, no evidence of fungal infection was observed around the

bronchioles of lkh1Dmutant-infected lung (Figure 10C, upper panel

for fungal organisms; Figure 10C, lower panel for immune cell

clusters). To further demonstrate that Lkh1 is required for BBB-

traversal activity, we performed an in vitro BBB transmigration

assay. Expectedly, BBB transmigration of the lkh1D mutant was

much lower than that of the WT or lkh1D+LKH1 strains
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(Figure 10D). These results indicate that Lkh1 plays a crucial role

in the virulence of C. neoformans by governing its BBB

crossing capacity.
4 Discussion

In this study, we demonstrated the pleiotropic roles of CnLkh1

in diverse stress responses, sexual differentiation, and antifungal

drug resistance. Furthermore, we characterized its downstream

regulatory networks governed by CnLkh1 using transcriptome

analysis and confirmed that Lkh1 acts as one of the downstream

kinases in the TOR signaling pathway (Figure 11).

Although Cryptococcus LKH1 deletion caused defects in growth

and stress responses akin to other fungal species lacking the LKH1

homologous gene, its regulatory mechanisms appeared to be

distinct among fungi. In U. maydis, Lkh1 regulates the DNA

damage response in a homologous recombination (HR) pathway-

independent manner (de Sena-Tomás et al., 2015). M. oryzae Kns1

controls the expression of genes involved in DNA damage

checkpoints and cell cycle regulation (Li et al., 2022). Our study

reported that CnLkh1 regulates DNA damage response in both

Rad53-dependent and -independent manners. Second, in S.
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FIGURE 10

Lkh1 was essential for the virulence of C neoformans. (A) C neoformans WT (H99), lkh1D (KW1451), and lkh1D+LKH1 (KW1633) strains were nasally
inoculated into the 7-week-old female Balb/c mice and monitored. Survival curve of infected mice (n=7). (B) Mice were sacrificed for histochemistry
at 16 dpi (n=5). (B) Comparison of lung tissue weight measurements. (C) Grocott’s methenamine silver (GMS) and Periodic Acid-Schiff (PAS) staining
of lung tissues of mice sacrificed 16 days after infection. Red arrows indicate the walls of small bronchioles. Scale bar means 0.04 mm. (D) BBB
translocation assays using hCMEC/D3-coated transwell. Plates with an inoculum of 105 cells of WT, lkh1D, lkh1 D+LKH1, and sit4D strains were
incubated at 37°C in a CO2 incubator for 24 h, and the number of yeast cells passing through the hCMEC/D3-coated transwell was measured by
CFU. The sit4D mutant was used as a negative control. The left and right Y axes indicate the migrated CFU and the trans-endothelial electrical
resistance (TEER) value, respectively. Three independent biological experiments with duplicate technical replicates were performed. Error bars
indicate S.E.M. Statistical significances of the differences were determined by one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s multiple-comparison test.
(* P < 0.05; *** P < 0.001).
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cerevisiae, both catalytic and non-catalytic activities of LAMMER

kinase are required for the stress response (Lee et al., 2012).

MoKns1 physically interacts with Atg18 via a non-kinase domain

(Li et al., 2022). Furthermore, the strain with a mutation at Q488 in

the kinase domain of Lkh1 showed greater susceptibility to DNA

damage stress than the strain lacking the entire LKH1 gene in U.

maydis (de Sena-Tomás et al., 2015). However, the catalytic activity

of Lkh1 in C. neoformans is mainly responsible for most stress

responses and virulence factor formation, except for fluconazole

resistance. Third, our study revealed that Lkh1 phosphorylation was

dependent on the TOR signaling pathway. A unique finding was

that Cryptococcus Lkh1 was already phosphorylated in the absence

of external stress. In this context, numerous genes were intrinsically

up-regulated or down-regulated in the lkh1D mutant compared to

WT at basal condition. These data indicate that Lkh1 in C.

neoformans intrinsically contributes to diverse cellular responses

regardless of external stress.

Fungal cell walls serve multifaceted roles in host interaction and

are indispensable for maintaining cellular integrity. Integral

constituents within the cell wall are recognized as major fungal

pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs). The

perturbation in cell composition resulting from the deletion of

LKH1 influences PAMPs, thereby diminishing virulence in A.

fumigatus (Lim et al., 2021). In C. albicans, genes responsible for

encoding GPI-anchored proteins exhibit substantial upregulation in
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the kns1D mutant compared to WT (Lim et al., 2020). Our

investigation also elucidated that perturbation in LKH1 changes

in chitin content. This observation is substantiated by the impact of

Lkh1 on flocculation and adhesion activities in C. neoformans.

Consequently, modifications in the cell wall components of the

lkh1D mutant may contribute to the attenuation of virulence in

C. neoformans.

In this study, we made a notable observation that ergosterol

contents in the lkh1D mutant were similar to that in WT, although

the lkh1D mutant exhibited opposite resistance to amphotericin B

and fluconazole, respectively. This result contrasts with strains

showing the opposite resistance to polyene and azole drugs,

which typically contain more or less ergosterol contents in yeast

(Young et al., 2003; Ko et al., 2009). However, susceptibility or

resistance to azole/polyene drugs does not depend on the ergosterol

content alone. Supporting this, no significant correlation was

observed between azole/polyene susceptibility patterns and

ergosterol content in clinical yeast strains such as C. albicans and

C. neoformans (Gomez-Lopez et al., 2011). Given that antifungal

drugs penetrate the cell wall before interacting with the cell

membrane, changes in cell wall constituents may contribute to

susceptibility to polyene or azole drugs. Remarkably, reduced chitin

content in the cell wall has been shown to decrease the susceptibility

to amphotericin B in Kluyveromyces and Candida strains (Bahmed

et al., 2003). Similarly, increased chitin levels were observed in
FIGURE 11

The proposed model of Lkh1-dependent pathway in C. neoformans. In response to extraneous stress stimuli, Lkh1 orchestrates a myriad of stress
responses including oxidative stress response, preservation of cell wall integrity, DNA damage response, and modulation of amino acid metabolism
via the regulation of downstream target gene expression. Additionally, Lkh1 contributes to antifungal drug resistance, mating, flocculation, adhesion,
and intrinsic growth. Notably, Lkh1 plays a pivotal role in virulence by modulating the translocalization of the blood-brain barrier (BBB).
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fluconazole-resistant Candida auris clinical isolates (Shahi et al.,

2022). There, alteration in cell wall constituents of the lkh1Dmutant

might induce polyene or azole drug susceptibility.

Our finding that Lkh1 is essential for virulence reinforces the

pivotal role of the TOR signaling pathway in the pathogenicity of C.

neoformans. Our previous studies revealed that TOR-dependent

cellular processes such as ribosome genesis, carbon utilization, and

amino acid metabolism are required for BBB infection and survival

in the brain (Lee et al., 2020). Supporting this notion, Sch9 kinase

and Sit4 phosphatase have been identified as necessary components

for BBB infection (Jin et al., 2020). Recently, the TOR pathway has

been implicated in adaptation to the host environment through

Ypk1-dependent phospholipid asymmetry remodeling (Ristow

et al., 2023). Besides kinases and phosphatases, Zfp1, which is

homologous to Sfp1 and is involved in nutrient sensing and the

cell cycle as a downstream transcription factor of TOR signaling in

S. cerevisiae, is required for virulence in C. neoformans. Especially,

the zfp1D mutant shows a reduced fungal burden in the brain and

spleen (Fan et al., 2019). A previous study reported that TF mutants

(hlh5D, bzp1D, hob1D, ada2D, crz1D, skn7D, and atf1D mutants)

exhibit susceptibility or resistance in response to rapamycin and

some of them display reduced virulence (Jung et al., 2015; So et al.,

2019). Therefore, the TOR pathway appears essential for virulence

in C. neoformans.

In addition to the upstream regulators of LAMMER kinases, the

genome-wide downstream genes regulated by LAMMER kinases in

fungal pathogens remain elusive. To the best of our knowledge, this

is the first transcriptome analysis of a LAMMER kinase mutant in a

human fungal pathogen. The transcriptome analyses in this study

provide insights into LKH1 deletion-induced phenotypic changes in

response to diverse stress responses and sexual differentiation. First,

among Lkh1-dependent genes, expression levels of nucleotide

metabolism-related genes were changed. YNK1, which encodes a

nucleoside diphosphate kinase, catalyzes the transfer of phosphates

from nucleoside triphosphates and is induced during DNA

replication stress (Yang et al., 2009). Likewise, HAM1, which

encodes nucleoside triphosphate pyrophosphohydrolase, is

involved in non-canonical purine and pyrimidine metabolism,

and its protein level increases in response to DNA replication

stress (Takayama et al., 2007). Our previous studies reveal that

Cryptococcus YNK1 appears to be essential for growth, while the

ham1Dmutant showed WT-levels of resistance in response to stress

responses (Jin et al., 2020). Supporting this, nucleotide metabolism

is crucial for DNA damage stress as well as DNA replication stress

(Jung et al., 2022). These data indicate that Cryptococcus Lkh1 may

function in response to DNA damage stress by regulating

nucleotide metabolism. Secondly, nitrogen metabolism has been

characterized by its role in virulence, stress response, autophagy,

sexual differentiation, and capsule and melanin production in C.

neoformans (Kmetzsch et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2011; Frazzitta et al.,

2013; Jiang et al., 2020). Although the TOR signaling pathway

controls nitrogen metabolism in S. cerevisiae (Crespo et al., 2002),

the regulatory mechanism of TOR-mediated nitrogen metabolism

has not been elucidated in C. neoformans. Our transcriptome data

provided evidence that Lkh1 controls nitrogen metabolism by

regulating the expression of amino acid transporter genes.
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Supporting this, the phenomenon that lkh1D mutant showed

reduced mating efficiency, capsule production, and melanin

biosynthesis, is similar to the phenotype observed in the strains

deleted with genes related to amino acid metabolism (Kmetzsch

et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2011). However, in this state, we need to

identify TOR-dependent transcription factors that regulate nitrogen

metabolism and further elucidate the relationship between these

transcription factors and Lkh1 in C. neoformans.

Although LAMMER kinases in fungi are evolutionarily

conserved and play pleiotropic roles in stress responses and

differentiation, information about crosstalks between LAMMER

kinase and other signaling pathways is limited. However, our study

revealed that Lkh1 is partially interconnected with the Mpk1 pathway

for cell wall stress response and the Rad53-Bdr1 pathway for the

DNA damage response. In yeast, crosstalk between TOR and cAMP/

PKA pathway has been partially elucidated. For instance, activation

signals of Rim15, a protein kinase involved in cell proliferation in

response to nutrient, are integrated from the TOR and PKA pathways

(Pedruzzi et al., 2003). Furthermore, the constitutive activation of the

RAS/cAMP pathway inhibits rapamycin-induced responses

(Schmelzle et al., 2004). Defects in the capsule and melanin

productions in lkh1D mutant were also observed, akin to when the

PKA/cAMP pathway is impaired. Therefore, LAMMER kinase, Lkh1

may have crosstalk with the cAMP/PKA pathway as the downstream

factor of the TOR pathway in C. neoformans and further research will

be necessary to address this relationship in the future.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 1

Construction of the lkh1D, rad53D lkh1D, mpk1D lkh1D, Rad53-4×FLAG lkh1D,
LKH1-4×FLAG, LKH1-4×FLAG sit4D, and LKH1-4×FLAG sch9D mutants. (A, B,

H, J, L) Diagram for LKH1 gene disruption in serotype A (MATa) H99 strain,
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rad53D, mpk1D, Rad53-4×FLAG mutant, MATa KN99, LKH1-4×FLAG, LKH1-
4×FLAG sit4D, and LKH1-4×FLAG sch9D mutants. (C, D, E, F, G, I, K, and M)

The correct gene disruptions were confirmed by Southern blot analysis using

genomic DNAs digested with the indicated restriction enzyme.

SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 2

Lkh1 was involved in the cell cycle progression. (A)WT (H99), lkh1D (KW1451),

and lkh1D+LKH1 (KW1633) strains were grown in liquid YPD medium for 16 h
at 30°C and subcultured in fresh liquid YPD medium at 37°C. Cell density was

measured at an optical density of 600 nm every 2 h. (B) Intracellular

measurement of ATP level in lkh1D mutant. WT (H99), lkh1D (KW1451), and
lkh1D+LKH1 (KW1633) strains were grown in liquid YPD medium for 16 h at

30°C and washed using PBS. The ATP contents of strains were calculated by
measuring luminescence. ATP concentrations were normalized using

soluble-protein concentrations for each sample. Three independent
biological experiments with duplicate technical replicates were performed.

Error bars indicate S.E.M. Statistical significances of the differences were

determined by one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni’s multiple-comparison
test. (NS: not significant) (C) Cell cycle analysis of lkh1D mutant via flow

cytometry. Cells were stained with propidium iodine (PI). The three biological
replicates were performed. (D)Morphological test of lkh1Dmutant. Cells were

fixed with ethanol and observed using differential interference contrast (DIC)
(Nikon Eclipse, Japan).

SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 3

Spotting assay to confirm the functionality of Lkh1-4×FLAG protein. WT (H99),

lkh1D (KW1451), lkh1D+LKH1 (KW1633), and Lkh1-4×FLAG strain (KW1755)
strains were cultured in liquid YPD medium overnight at 30°C, 10-fold serially

diluted and spotted onYPDmedium containing 2 mg/mLbleomycin, 0.8mg/mL
caffeine, 0.8 mg/mL CFW, 1.2% CR, 0.02% MMS, 0.15 mg/mL 4-NQO, 90 mM

HU, 5 mM cisplatin, 1 mg/mL Amphotericin B, or 18 mg/mL fluconazole. For the

UV-C resistance test, the serially-diluted cells were spotting onto the YPD
medium, and the indicated dose of UV-C was exposed. The plates were further

incubated at 30°C and photographed daily for 2-4 days.

SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 4

Volcano plot and expression of genes using data from transcriptome analysis.

(A) Volcano plots were shown between WT and lkh1D mutant (KW1451) at

basal time. Yellow dots mean genes in a statistically significant manner (log2
Fold Change [lkh1D/WT] >= 2 and P < 0.05) and blue dots mean genes in a

statistically significant manner (log2 Fold Change [lkh1D/WT] <= -2 and P <
0.05). (B) Volcano plots were shown betweenWT and lkh1Dmutant (KW1451))

under rapamycin (3 ng/mL) treatment. Yellow dots mean genes in a
statistically significant manner (log2 Fold Change [lkh1D/WT] >= 2 and P <

0.05) and blue dots mean genes in a statistically significant manner (log2 Fold

Change [lkh1D/WT] <= -2 and P < 0.05) (C) Expression levels of genes
encoding genes related ribosome synthesis were verified by qRT-PCR

analysis using cDNA of WT and lkh1D strains with or without rapamycin
treatment (3 ng/mL). Three independent biological experiments with

duplicate technical replicates were performed. Error bars indicate S.E.M.
Statistical significances of the differences were determined by one-way

ANOVA with Bonferroni’s multiple-comparison test (NS: not significant).

SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 5

Catalytic activity of Lkh1 was involved in the capsule and melanin production
of C. neoformans. (A) The WT (H99), lkh1D (KW1451), lkh1D+LKH1 (KW1633),

and LKH1D546A (KW1958) strains were spotted on L-DOPA medium with 0.2%
glucose and without glucose at 30°C and 37°C for 3 days. (B) The WT (H99),

lkh1D (KW1451), lkh1D+LKH1 (KW1633), and LKH1D546A (KW1958) strains were

cultured on a Littman medium for capsule production at 30°C for 3 days. The
scale bar indicates 10 mm.
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